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         Important Changes to DHL Services - Find out more
    

        
            
                
                    
                        Page Not Found

                        

                        Oh no, we have looked everywhere on our server for that page and can't seem to find it anywhere. But at least it's not your parcel!

                        Don't worry you have just reported the missing page to us and we will hopefully return it to where it belongs soon.
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                        Should you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact one of the Overland Express customer services team on +44 (0) 20 8977 2777 or Email us at sales@overlandexpress.co.uk
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                            Address

                            Overland Express  
 Ash House 
 8 Second Cross Road 
 Twickenham 
 Middlesex 
 United Kingdom 
 TW2 5RF
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                            	Email:
                                    sales@overlandexpress.co.uk
                                
	Phone: +44 (0) 20 8977 2777
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          Termination of Non UK DHL Services

        

        
	Overland Express

        From 01 November 2023, Overland Express will no longer be offering most DHL Express and Road services due to unreasonable additional collection and carriage charges that have been imposed, which are out of our control.

        Rather than add a nominal collection charge, DHL have decided that it is not efficient for them to collect single parcels from different addresses and prefer to collect large amounts of parcels from single addresses.

	However, we have now negotiated lower rates with UPS, therefore, Overland Express will be now using UPS as our flagship carrier.

	For UK deliveries, the prices will be the same as the current DHL rates up to 10 kg and cheaper for parcels between 10.5 kg and 20 kg. International deliveries with UPS will also be cheaper whilst offering the same level of service and transit times that you currently receive.
Please contact us if you have any questions regarding these changes.

Thank you for being a loyal customer of Overland Express.
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                Leave Page?

                You are about to leave this page and visit our liquid and wine shipping site.

                If you leave this page and there are items in your basket, they will be carried over.

                Likewise, account customers, who are already signed in, will remain signed in.

                The liquid shipping site should only be used to send items that contain non-hazardous liquids, upto and including 70% proof alcoholic drinks and hand sanitiser.

                Even though perfumes, after shaves and paints etc. are liquids, these can be classed as hazardous by some of our courier partners, so please do not use the liquid shipping service for these items.
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                You are about to leave this page and visit our paint shipping site.

                If you leave this page and there are items in your basket, they will be carried over.

                Likewise, account customers, who are already signed in, will remain signed in.

                Our paint shipping site should only be used to send paint and associated items, and the container holding the paint must have the lid taped down and then placed inside a bin liner or similar to contan any spillage.
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                Leave Page?

                You are about to leave this page and visit our perfume shipping site.

                If you leave this page and there are items in your basket, they will be carried over.

                Likewise, account customers, who are already signed in, will remain signed in.

                Perfume can only be shipped in small quantities, large quantities are extremely flammable and are considered dangerous goods. All perfumes must be shipped by road services and are not permitted as air freight (Express).
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                Leave Page?

                You are about to leave this page and visit our alloy wheel shipping site.

                If you leave this page and there are items in your basket, they will be carried over.

                Likewise, account customers, who are already signed in, will remain signed in.

                All complete wheel and wheel rim shipments should be boxed or fully wrapped in cardboard, with the exception of tyres, which sould be shrink wrapped individually.
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